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            Featured Local Author Display 

 

 

About the Featured Local Author Display: 

 

The Featured Local Author Display (FLAD) is a pillar display at the front of the Village Books & Paper 

Dreams store located in Fairhaven. This display provides a high-visibility location for local authors to 

rent spots and help facilitate interest in their books. 

 

Current Terms & Conditions of the FLAD: 

 

1. Our dedicated display space is limited to authors who live in Washington State. 

2. The display is located on a pillar on our main floor situated between the table of new and notable 

books and the primary checkout counter at the Fairhaven location only. 

3. For a fee of $20.00+tax ($21.76), your book would be shelved there for a guaranteed two-month 

consecutive period. We will stock multiple copies of your title with the front cover facing out on 

the display during this time. A blurb will accompany your book, as well. 

a) These rotations are Jan/Feb, Mar/Apr, May/Jun, Jul/Aug, Sept/Oct, Nov/Dec 

4. On a weekly basis, all titles featured on this display will be rotated during this two-month period 

to give as many authors as possible featured time at eye level. 

5. We will monitor our stock of your title and arrange replenishment when needed. 

6. After the two months have elapsed, your title will be reshelved. An author can have their book 

up for two rotation periods within a calendar year. After that, their book will be kept on a 

waitlist, and the author will be contacted if there is availability on future rotations. 

7. Space is limited; we select titles on a first-come-first-served basis. 

8. To guarantee a spot on the FLAD, we will ask you to provide us with: 

a) a payment of $21.76 per title 

b) a 2-3 sentence blurb summarizing your book.   

9. Village Books reserves the right to make any final decisions on accepting a book to display. 

 

For interest regarding putting a book on this display, please email consignment@villagebooks.com 

for information regarding availability and for instructions regarding payment. 
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